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ABSTRACT

With the explosion of internet information, people feel helpless and find it difficult to choose in the face 
of massive information. However, the traditional method to organize a huge set of original documents is 
not only time-consuming and laborious, but also not ideal. The automatic text classification can liberate 
users from the tedious document processing work, recognize and distinguish different document 
contents more conveniently, make a large number of complicated documents institutionalized and 
systematized, and greatly improve the utilization rate of information. This paper adopts termed-based 
model to extract the features in web semantics to represent documents. The extracted web semantics 
features are used to learn a reduced support vector machine. The experimental results show that the 
proposed method can correctly identify most of the writing styles.
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1. INTRodUCTIoN

With the continuous popularization and development of information superhighway, information 
technology has penetrated into every corner of our social living (He 2021, Camero 2019). It has changed 
people’s life and work style with unprecedented speed and ability. We are in an era of information 
explosion (Kumari 2017). On one side, the Internet contains a vast amount of information which is 
far beyond people’s imagination. On the other hand, people often feel helpless when they face the 
vast ocean of information. It is called as information overload (Schmitt 2018, Swar 2017). It is a 
challenging task to help people effectively to manage massive information and quickly select useful 
information that they are interested in.

The web information is increasing, including online news, e-magazines, online technical reports, 
online documents, e-mail, BBS, online announcements (Yamamoto 2018). The traditional method 
to handle daily huge amount of information is time-consuming and laborious. The automatic text 
classification can directly filter and classify the document information (Kadhim 2019, Nguyen 2018). 
The user can only receive minor part which they are interested in. Then, users can be liberated from 
tedious document processing work and can easily understand and distinguish different document 
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contents. A large number of complicated documents can be regulated and systematized, and the 
utilization rate of information can be greatly improved.

One the other hand, while people can easily send and obtain web information, they also 
face with many harmful or illegal information, such as pornography, violence, and superstition. 
Unhealthy content such as gambling can be seen everywhere on the Internet. Even criminal text 
may be exist in BBS, blog, e-mail etc. to carry out reactionary propaganda, fraud, extortion, 
terrorist threats, drug sales and other illegal and criminal activities. Installing illegal information 
filtering software cannot effectively prevent the occurrence of illegal web information. Through 
legislative means, investigating the criminal responsibility of criminals can effectively crack down 
on this kind of criminal behavior. However, due to the lack of effective evidence, the criminals 
may be free from the evasion of legal sanction.

Text classification refers to the process of marking a free document with one or more predefined 
category labels according to its content information (Kowsari 2019, Mirończuk 2018). In order to 
correctly perform the task of text classification, it must input the useful information of the text into 
the computer to scientifically abstract the text and establish mathematical model to describe the text. 
The document expression is a key part of the text classification. The text representation refers to many 
representation methods and techniques of text retrieval (Wang 2020, Luo 2019). The common used 
text retrieval methods include: Boolean model (Lashkari 2009), vector space model (Raghavan 1986) 
and probabilistic model (Feng 2018). These models deal with feature weighting, category learning, 
and similarity calculation from different perspectives.

By closely combining with machine learning, the vector space model has been successfully used 
in text classification and becomes a mainstream method in the field of text classification. Vector 
space model (VSM) was first proposed the field of information retrieval. Then, it has been widely 
used in the field of text classification. In the vector space model based text classification method, the 
documents are converted as vector form by using term frequency and inverse document frequency. 
The vectors are indexed by inverted documents to calculate document similarity. Although vector 
space model has been solved text representation, it still needs to assume that words in the document 
are independent with each other to reduce the complexity of the representation. This paper adopts a 
termed-based model to represent the document and utilizes the extracted features to learn a reduced 
support vector machine to recognize the document type.

2. PRoBLEM dESCRIPTIoN

Text classification is a supervised learning process. It learns a classification model to represent the 
relation between text features and text labels by a training set which consists of massive labeled 
documents. The features text document are input into learnt classification model to determine the 
document type. The text classification is mathematical mapping which maps the document to the 
associated type. The mapping can be represented as:

f T L: →  (1)

In Equation (1), T  represents the document set, while L  represents the document type set.
The mapping rule of text classification is based on the data information of samples from each 

class to summarize the regularity of classification and establish the rules to determine the text related 
categories. The classification of text is based on document’s content other than the data pattern in the 
document. It means that the concept of which type of text is related to is subjective.

From the above description, the flowchart of text classification contains two stages: training 
classification model and predicting future document according to learnt classification model. In the 
training classification model stage, the documents in the training set are represented as a unified form 
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by using vector space model. The features are processed by using feature extraction method. The 
processed features are used to learn a classifier. In predicting future document stage, a new document 
is represented as a feature vector by using vector space model. The feature vector is processed by 
using feature extraction method and the processed feature vector is input into the learnt classification 
model to determine its type. An illustration of the text classification is shown in Figure 1.

In Figure 1, the text classification framework consists of four parts: text preprocessing, text 
representation, classifier training and classification evaluation. The feedback mechanism heuristic 
adjusts the parameters of feature extraction and classification algorithms to make the text recognition 
can achieve the best performance.

3. doCUMENT REPRESENTATIoN

When reading an article or document, we can have a fuzzy understanding of the content according 
to our own understanding ability and experience. However, the computer does not have this ability. 
The human understanding refers to text semantics (Sinoara 2017). According to the current research 
level of computer technology, it is impossible for machine to read the natural text that people can 
understand. The machine only knows and understands 0 or 1. Thus, it is necessary to convert the 
document as the form that machine can understand. A unified expression is needed for the document.

With the development of information retrieval technology, several text retrieval models 
are developed. The current text retrieval models include Boolean model, vector space model, 
and probability model, etc. These models process feature weighting, category learning, and 
similarity computation from different perspectives. The vector space model is an effective text 
representation model.

In vector space model, it only considers the frequency of words and neglects the order of words 
in the document. The words in document should be different. The document space can be regarded 
as a vector space composed of a set of orthogonal entry vectors. Each document is represented as 
one of the normalized eigenvectors which is rewritten as follows:

S d t w d t w d t w d
i i n n( ) = ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ){ }1 1

, ; ; , ; ; ,… …  (2)

Figure 1. The architecture of document type recognition framework
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In Equation (2), t
i
 represents word item in document d , w d

i
( )  represent the weight of word 

item t
i
 in document d . The word item t

i
 can be either the word or the phrase in the document d  

to improve the accuracy of content feature representation. The w d
i
( )  can be regarded as a function 

of the frequency of word item t
i
 in the document d , which can be represented as w d tf d

i i
( ) ( ( ))= φ . 

The tf d
i
( )  represents the frequency of word item t

i
 in document d . The common used function for 

weight include: Boolean function, square root function, logarithmic function, and TFIDF function, 
which are written as Equation (3), (4), (5), and (6), respectively:

φ( ( ))
, ( ) ;

, ( ) .
tf d

tf d

tf di
i

i

=
=

1 1

0 0

≥






 (3)

φ( ( )) ( )tf d f d
i i
=  (4)

φ( ( )) ( )tf d tf d
i i
=log +( )1  (5)

φ( ( )) ( ) logtf d f d
N

ni i
i

= ×  (6)

Here, N  represents the number of documents, while n
i
 represents the number of documents 

which contain word item t
i
.

In general, the words, phrases, concepts are adopted as feature words. The word is the smallest 
semantic unit. The words are separated by space. The words are extracted from the document and are 
further processed into phrases, concepts. The words, phrases, and concepts are described as follows.

The word is the simplest feature item. Each feature item in the feature vector is associated with 
a word in the document. In general, case differences are ignored. When selecting words as feature 
items, the stop words are discarded, such as preposition and conjunction. In order to avoid the words 
from the same etymology appear many times, the stem of the words is extracted to represent the 
words have the same stem. For instance, “teach”, “teaching”, and “teacher” are converted as “teach” 
to be stored in the feature vector.

Using phrase as the feature item can overcome the weakness that simple words cannot reflect 
grammatical structure, the order in the paragraph, sentence, and words. Thus, an amount of information 
in the original document is not been effectively expressed. The meaning of words is often different 
in different phrases. The purpose of using phrases as feature words is to retain more information to 
distinguish document types. There are two methods to extract phrases from document. One is statistical 
method, which realizes phrase discovery through the co-occurrence probability statistics of words. 
This method can be suitable for a wide range of fields, but it needs a lot of training samples. The 
other is rule-based method, which identifies phrases through tagging dictionaries and word formation 
rules. However, this method is not flexible in grammar, and it is difficult to solve the ambiguity of 
word meaning. The dictionary cannot contain all the natural language phrases. Thus, it is difficult 
to exhaust all the rules of words.
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Using concept as the feature item maximizes the internal similarity and minimizes the similarity between 
classes by combining the words in the source document according to a certain relationship. And then, the 
words are abstracted to the concept level to generate feature items. The feature items generated in this way 
contain more semantic information and have lower redundancy because similar information is merged.

In addition, some forms can also be used to generate feature items, such as tuple, some regular 
pattern. However, words, phrases, and concepts are most widely used form in document representation. 
Both phrases and concepts can be regarded as the combination or synthesis of the words. This paper 
adopts words as feature items in document representation.

Feature selection in document representation refers to discard the words that cannot contribute or 
have little contribute to distinguish document type. The feature selection can reduce the computational 
complexity on the basis of text preprocessing. There are several principles to select feature items. 
First, we should select those language units that contain more semantic information and have stronger 
ability to express the text as feature items. Second, the distribution of the text on these feature items 
should have obvious statistical regularity. Third, the selection process should be easy to implement 
and the associated time and space complexity.

The word can express whole semantic information. However, not all words are suitable as feature 
items. High frequency words and low frequency words are less effective than medium frequency words. 
The reason is that high frequency words in all articles have similar high frequency, low frequency words 
appear less in the text. Both high frequency word and low frequency word are not suitable to analysis by 
using statistical methods. The medium frequency words are most relevant to the topic of the document.

The common used feature selection for text classification includes text frequency, information 
Gain, mutual information, χ2 -test, and term strength. It is important to choose the best feature 
selection among different feature selection algorithms. The performance of the vector space model 
directly depends on the selection of feature items and the calculation of weight.

The classical weight of feature item must considers term frequency and inverse document 
frequency (Havrlant 2017). The term frequency refers to the number of the words appearing in the 
document. The inverse document frequency refers to the quantitation of the distribution of words in 
the document. The common method to calculate inverse document frequency is represented as 

log
N

n
k

2
0 01( . )+ . The N  represents the number of documents in the document set, while n

k
 represents 

the number of the documents that contain the word.
The weight can be represented by combining term frequency and inverse document frequency 

as follows:

w tf
N

ni k i k
i

, ,
log .= × +









2
0 1  (7)

In Equation (7), tf
i k,

 represents the term frequency that word W
k

 occurs in document D
i
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k

 in document D
i
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The above formula is based on the assumption that the most meaningful feature words to 
distinguish documents should be those words that appear frequently enough in documents and 
less frequently enough in other documents in the document set. An improvement of the weight is 
represented as follows:

w N W D
N W

Ni k k i

k

,
, * log= ( ) ( )










2

2

 (9)

In Equation (9), N W D
k i

( , )  is the times that word W
k

 occurs in the document D
i
, N W

k
( )  

is the times that word W
k

 occurs in the training corpus, N  the sum of the times that all 
words occur in the training corpus. The extracted features are used to represent the document. 
Then, the training corpus consisting of extracted features are used to learn a classification 
model. The common used classification model include: k nearest neighbor (Gou 2019), 
Gaussian processing (Manogaran 2018), logistic regression (Ranganathan 2017), and support 
vector machine (Cervantes 2020) etc. Since the processing to learn support vector machine 
is time-consuming, this paper adopts reduced support vector machine (Zhu 2017) as the 
classification model.

4. doCUMENT TyPE RECoGNITIoN By USING CLASSIFIER

Let X Y×  represent the training set. The X  is the feature set and Y  is the label set. The x
i

n∈ �  
is the feature of the ith  document, y

i
 is the associated label. In classical support vector machine

y
i
∈ + −{ , }1 1 . The aim of support vector machine is to find an optimal hyperplane f x w x bT( )= ( )+ϕ  

via maximize the minimum margin between positive class and negative class. The optimal hyperplane 
is obtained by the following programming:
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 (10)

In Equation (10), l  represents the number of samples in the training set, $C$ is the panel factor 
to balance the risk error and structural error, φ( )x

i
 is the image of sample x

i
 in the kernel reproducing 

Hilbert space to treat non-linear separable classification problem. The φ( )x
i

 is an implicit function, 
whose inner product can be computed via < >=φ φ( ), ( ) ( , )x x k x x

i j i j
. The kernel function is an 

explicit function which can be computed directly. The common used kernel functions include: linear 
kernel, polynomial kernel, Gaussian kernel, exponential kernel etc. When the dataset is linear 
separable, the linear function is adopted.

The Equation (10) is a convex programming whose solution is the same as that of its dual 
programming. After introducing the Lagrange multiplier α

i
 for the constraints y w x b

i
T

i i
ϕ ξ( )+( ) ≥ −1  

in the Equation (10), the dual form of Equation (10) is written as follows:
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In Equation (11), α  is the vector form of Lagrange multipliers, Q  is the kernel matrix whose 
element is Q i j y y k x x

i j i j
( , ) ( , )= . The Equation (11) can be solve be decomposition algorithm or 

chucking algorithm. The weight and bias of the optimal hyperplane are rewritten as follows:

w x
i i

x SVsi

= ( )
∈
∑ αϕ  (12)

b y Ck x x
i j

SVs
ii i

x j

= − < <( )
∈
∑ α α, , 0  (13)

In Equation (12) and (13), the SVs  represents the support vector set. The support vector is the 
sample which is with non-zero Lagrange multiplier 0 <( )≤α

i
C . Then, the optimal hyperplane is 

rewritten as follows:

f x k x x b
i i

x SVsi

( ) ,= ( )+
∈
∑ α  (14)

The Equation (14) is only determined by the support vectors. The complexity of Equation (14) 
is determined by the number of support vectors. The scale of programming (13) and the number of 
support vectors are related with the size of the training set. When the size of training set is huge, the 
number of support vectors is also very large. Thus, it is time-consuming to solve programming (13). 
In order to solve this issue, the sample reduction strategy is introduced into support vector machine 
model learning.

The optimal hyperplane f x( )  is only determined by minor support vectors. If removing the 
samples that would not become support vectors, the result of support vector machine will not change. 
Let $\mathbf{X}’\times \mathbf{Y}’$ be the set consisting of all potential support vectors. The 
reduced support vector machine learning on reduced training set is formulated as follows:

min

. , ' ',
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i
T
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i
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w w C
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 (15)

The dual form of programming (15) is the same as that of programming (11). The scale of 
programming (15) is related with the size of X ' . Let l '  represent the size of set X ' . In general, 
l l' << . The potential support vectors generally locate in the boundary region of each class or near 
the optimal hyperplane. This paper adopt the distribution of nearest neighbors (Zhu 2014) to detect 
the samples in the boundary region of each class as the candidate support vectors for reduced support 
vector machine learning. The distribution of nearest neighbors is described by the following equation:
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In Equation (16), NN x X
k i yi

,( )  represents nearest neighbor set of sample x
i
 in set X

yi
, the set 

X
yi

 represents the set consists of all samples with same class of sample x
i
. In general, the Equation 

(16) is close to 1 if the sample locates in the boundary region of a class, and close to 0 if the sample 
locates in the interior of a class. Then, we only need to retain the samples with high values as the 
candidate training set for reduced support vector learning. The whole procedure is summarized as 
shown in Algorithm 1.

In Step 3 of reduced support vector machine, l
p

 represents the number of samples in positive 
class. In Step 6 of reduced support vector machine, l

n
 represents the number of samples in negative 

class. The parameter δ  represents the size of retained subset of the training set. The larger δ  is, the 
more samples are retained in reduced support vector machine.

5. EXPERIMENTS ANd SIMULATIoNS

In this section, we use the framework in Figure 1 to recognize the document type. We adopts the 
documents from Reuter’s news. The Reuter’s news is a standard dataset which is widely used in the 
research of text classification. The documents are denoted manually and processed as the fixed form. 
The Reuter’s news include four types: corporate/industrial (CCAT), government/social (GCAT), 
markets (MCAT), and economics (ECAT). The corporate/industrial includes strategy/plans, legal/
judicial, and share listing. The government/social includes sports, environment and natural word. 
The markets include equity markets, bond markets. The economics includes economics performance, 
monetary/economic. Each document type contains 600 documents and there are 2,400 documents 
in total for training. Each document is represented as the extracted features. The classical support 
vector machine only can deal with binary class classification problem. In order to address multi-class 
classification problem, the one versus one strategy is adopted. In one versus one strategy, 6 binary class 
classification models are learnt, include CCAT versus GCAT, CCAT versus MCAT, CCAT versus 
ECAT, GCAT versus MCAT, GCAT versus ECAT, and MCAT versus ECAT. The learnt model is 
evaluated on a test set which consist of 800 documents in total, 200 document per type.

The document type recognition framework is evaluated from validity, computational complexity 
and simplicity. The validity measures the ability whether the framework can classify document type 

Algorithm 1. Reduced support vector machine

Step 1: calculating values of Equation (16) for all samples in positive class;
Step 2: sorting the samples in positive class according to the values of Equation (16) in descending order;
Step 3: retaining the top δ * l

p
 samples in positive class to construct X

p
' ;

Step 4: calculating values of Equation (16) for all samples in negative class;
Step 5: sorting the samples in negative class according to the values of Equation (16) in descending order;
Step 6: retaining the top δ * l

n
 samples in positive class to construct X

n
' ;

Step 7: combing X
p
'  and X

n
'  as X '  and learning support vector machine model on X Y' '× .
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correctly. The computational complexity includes time complexity and space complexity. The time 
complexity includes training time and test time. The simplicity requires the classification model to be 
as simple as possible. The validity is the most important index. If a document type recognition model 
has simple structure, is easy to be learnt, but cannot classify document correctly, the document type 
recognition is useless. The validity is evaluated by precision, recall, and F1-measure.

Let TP, FP, TN, and FN represent true positive, false positive, true positive, and true negative, 
respectively. Then, precision, recall, and F1-measure are defined as following equations:

Precision
TP

TP FP
=

+
 (17)

Recall
TP

TP FN
=

+
 (18)

F
Precision Recall

Precision Recall1

2
=

+
*  (19)

The experimental results are reported in Table 1 in terms of precision, recall, and F1-measure. 
The features are selected by Boolean model, vector space model, probability model, and term based 
model. The classification algorithm adopts support vector machine (SVM) and reduced support 
vector machine (RSVM).

From the results in Table 1, when support vector machine is used as classification algorithm, 
the term-based model achieves 80.73%, 82.35%, 81.89% for precision, recall, and F1-measure. The 
results is higher than Boolean model 9.5%, 8.83%, and 9.22%; is higher than vector space model 6.2%, 
6.99%, 7.96%; and is higher than 6.34%, 6.94%, 7.02% for precision, recall, and F1-measure. The 
reduced support vector machine retains 15% of the training set. The difference between support vector 
machine and reduced support vector machine is less than 0.15% for precision, recall, and F1-measure.

The complex of classification model of support vector machine and reduced support vector 
machine is reported in Table 2 in terms of training time and the number of support vectors. The 
complex of support vector machine model depends on the number of support vectors. The number of 
support vectors in Table 2 is the average of the number of the support vectors of 6 binary classification 
models. The reduced support vector machine retains 15% of the training set.

From the results in Table 2, it can be found that the reduced support vector consumes 6.9% of the 
support vector machine and the support vectors of reduced support vector machine is only 16.15% 
of that of support vector machine.

In Figure 2, we report the results of reduced support vector machine with different percentage 
of the training set. The size of retained subset ranges 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, and 25%. The document 
is represented by termed based model.

From the result of Figure 2, it can be found that when 15% of the training set is retained, the 
reduced support vector machine can maintain the performance which is very close to that of support 
vector machine.

Figure 3 reports the confusion matrix when 15% of the training set is retained.
From the result of Figure 3, it can be found that the accuracy can achieve 78%, 80.5%, 84.5%, 

79.5% for CCAT, GCAT, MCAT, and ECAT, respectively.
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Table 1. The performance comparison of document type recognition

SVM RSVM

Boolean model

Precision (%) 71.23 71.09

Recall (%) 73.52 73.39

F1-measure (%) 72.67 72.53

Vector space model

Precision (%) 74.53 74.47

Recall (%) 75.36 75.42

F1-measure (%) 73.93 74.03

Probability model

Precision (%) 74.39 74.41

Recall (%) 75.41 75.32

F1-measure (%) 74.87 74.73

Term-based model

Precision (%) 80.73 80.59

Recall (%) 82.35 82.42

F1-measure (%) 81.89 81.83

Table 2. The model complexity comparison between support vector machine and reduced support vector machine

SVM RSVM

Training time (sec.) 252.31 17.42

No. of SVs 87 14

Figure 2. The relation between the size of the retained subset in reduced support vector machine and precision, recall, and 
F1-measure
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6. CoNCLUSIoN

The automatical document type recognition and analysis plays an important role in the massive 
emerging web information. From, the web documents are collected and denoted the type by domain 
experts. The collected documents are constructed as training set to learn a classification model. Then, 
the future document is represented as term-based features and the features are input into classification 
model to determine the document type. In the proposed document type recognition framework, the 
term-based model is adopted as feature representation method. The reduced support vector machine is 
adopted as classification algorithm. In order to solve multi-class classification problem, the one versus 
one strategy is adopted. The results of the experiments on Reuter’s news dataset show that most of 
the document type can be correctly identified by the proposed document type recognition framework.
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Figure 3. The confusion matrix of document type recognition of reduced support vector machine
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